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QUESTION 1

A customer requires their administrator to enter the paternity leave for their employees. Paternity leave can only be
entered if an employee hasn\\'t taken an absence called special absence in the previous 30 days of the paternity leave
start date. The customer requires also that this paternity leave absence is only available for the employees who have
one year of seniority in the company. Employees should notify of the absence at least 30 days in advance of the start
date of the absence; otherwise, the absence is not considered timely. 

Which configuration should you use to implement these requirements? 

A. 1) Create an absence type using a childbirth or placement pattern. 2) Enable administrative updates. 3) Create a
validation formula with the logic to evaluate if the "special absence" was taken 30 days before this absence and add it to
the absence type. 4) Create an eligibility profile with the criteria of employees with 1 or more seniority in the company
and add it to the absence type. 5) Select the qualified entitlements check box and set the evaluation rule to check for 30
days from the start date. 

B. 1) Create an absence type using a childbirth or placement pattern. 2) Enable administrative updates. 3) Create, a
validation formula with the logic to evaluate if the "special absence" was taken 30 days before this absence and add it to
the absence type. 4) Create an eligibility profile with the criteria of employees with 1 or more seniority in the company
and add it to the absence type. 5) Configure the late notification evaluation rule according to the requirement of at least
30 days in advance of the start date. 

C. 1) Create an absence type using a childbirth or placement pattern. 2) Enable administrative updates. 3) Create an
eligibility profile with the criteria of employees with 1 or more seniority in the company and add it to the absence type. 4)
Create an absence certification of type Documentation that prevents absence entry if linked absence of type Special
absence exists in the previous 30 days. 

D. 1) Create an absence type using a childbirth or placement pattern. 2) Enable administrative updates. 3) Create a
validation formula with the logic to evaluate if the "special absence" was taken 30 days before this absence and add it to
the absence type. 4) Create an eligibility profile with the criteria of employees with 1 or more seniority in the company
and employees with "male" gender and add it to the absence type. 5) Configure the late notification evaluation rule
according to the requirement of at least 30 days in advance of the start date. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two statements are true regarding absence entry if an employee is assigned an Elapsed work schedule?
(Choose two.) 

A. You can record only one absence on a day. 

B. The employee enters the start date and end date and the system will auto generate the start and end date duration
based on the schedule. 

C. The employee enters the start date and end date and the system will auto generate the start and end times based on
the schedule. 

D. You cannot record an absence in Calendar Days. 

E. The employee enters an absence for one day, the system auto generates the duration but duration can be changed
to report a partial day absence. 
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Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 3

What are the tasks that you need to perform to create an absence element to integrate with HCM Cloud Payroll? 

A. Go to Manage Elements, create an absence element, complete absence detail questions, complete accrual liability
and balance payment questions (only if you transfer accrual balances), complete absence payment questions, submit
the element, and create element eligibility records and cost distributions and link the element to an absence plan. 

B. Go to Manage Elements, create an absence element, complete absence detail questions, complete accrual liability
and balance payment questions, complete absence payment questions, submit the element, select costing type, and
create element eligibility records and cost distributions. 

C. Go to Manage Elements, create an absence element, complete absence detail questions, complete accrual liability
and balance payment questions, complete absence payment questions, and create element eligibility records and cost
distributions. 

D. Go to Manage Elements, create an absence element, complete absence detail questions, complete accrual liability
and balance payment questions, complete absence payment questions, submit the element, and create element
eligibility records and cost distributions. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

You want to implement public holidays and would like to avoid having to change the work schedule if a public holiday is
added or changed. 

How do you achieve this? 

A. Create Calendar Events and assign them as exceptions within the work schedule. 

B. Create Calendar Events with Public Holiday as category and assign that calendar event category as an exception
within the work schedule. 

C. Create Resource Exceptions and assign them within the schedule. 

D. Create Calendar Events with Public Holiday as category and assign each of them as exceptions within the work
schedule. 

E. Create Calendar Events as Resource Exceptions and assign them within the work schedule. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

As an administrator, you want to perform a discretionary disbursement from the vacation plan for an employee.
However, when selecting the disburse balance option, you get a message "No actions available". 

What is the reason for receiving this message? 
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A. The administrator has no rights to perform this action. 

B. The absence plan does not have enough balance to disburse. 

C. The absence plan doesn\\'t allow discretionary disbursements for that employee. 

D. The absence plan has no balance to disburse. 

E. The absence plan was configured not to allow discretionary disbursements. 

Correct Answer: B 
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